'Jones' Deserves Critics' Praise, Concise, Witty, Imaginative Film
by Paul Jenner
The reviewer for The Reader has received a wealth of material from John Jones, whose film "The Great Race" is a delightful, witty comedy. Jones, a newcomer to the film industry, has created a film that is both entertaining and thought-provoking. The film tells the story of a fictional race that takes place in the United States during the early 20th century. The film is a satirical commentary on the excesses of the American automobile industry.

Dylan Improves Style of Lyric in New Release
by Victor Belton
Usually when a new release is introduced in a new format of media (in this case a new album), the music falls flat. However, Dylan has a new album that is a departure from his previous style. Dylan's new album is a departure from his previous style, and it is a welcome change. The album features a more upbeat tempo and a more relaxed performance.

The Iron Curtain Isn't Soundproof.
Radio Free Europe, Box 1664, Middletown, N.Y.
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Eight Sororities Pledge 143 Women At Conclusion of Formal Rush

The sooner the better was the verdict of 143 female students who were pledged to the sororities of this University on Wednesday night. The eight sororities involved are: Alpha Xi Delta, Delta Zeta, Sigma Phi Sigma, Alpha Xi Omega, Delta Phi Epsilon, Sigma Kappa, Chi Omega, and Delta Delta Delta. African American students were excluded from the pledge process.

Outgoing President Reviews Year, Sees Government Reorganization Vital

Patrick Corn

'Whither EEP Goest, The Rail Shall Go'

Dolly Friedman

"We WANT OUR RAIL BACK!" shouted the men from pottery as they stood up for the ASP photographer.

AA Board Announces New Policy

"The Albany Student Press is dedicated to the principles of free speech. It does not represent the opinions of the Administration or the Board of Regents. The Editor-in-Chief is responsible for the accuracy of the news and for the contents of the paper. The opinions expressed in the paper are those of the authors only and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editors or of the Board of Regents."
**Actions Speak Louder**

Tomorrow afternoon a new Student Association will be sponsored, served, and supported. As with any new body of leaders taking office, we look to them with high hopes for their accomplishments.

Mixed with our expectations in concern for the new Senate, we hope they will not fall into the trap which seemed to plague the Senate before it—preoccupation with minor nitpicking.

In last year’s Senate we could be sure that whatever was, was not accomplished within the strict bounds of parliamentary procedure and with legal, technical, and orthographic accuracy.

There is to be commended—when done moderately. Unfortunately, it led to a debate meeting which was a buzzword-laden, legislative party.

Too much time and emotional energy was spent last year on sophomoric arguments of less than stature.

We hope the pattern is not repeated in the current Senate.

---

**Elections Present Sad Spectacle**

Elections of all sizes are a game. They are a trinity of what free elections mean: 

1. The intelligence electorate should be.
2. The students they are to find in the free American electorate should be.
3. Whatever they issue should be.

Yet, they do offer the individual voter his individual vote. They offer nothing less than that.

They offer nothing in the way of real issues on which a candidate can ride his stand, and on which a voter can make his choice. Of all the students running, only Thomas E. Johnson and Al Smith have bothered to draft platforms.

Of the hundred plus students seeking election to Senate none have a platform on which they are standing their candidate. Most of them couldn’t even be bothered to attend the last fall’s session. This sad situation is made not better by the fact that Art Education is running unopposed, only a holy contested presidential race can rifle interests in student elections.

Against the by-word this year, the student body must shoulder the blame for the kind of elections we are witnessing.

If the students, as individuals and as a body, cannot be bothered with student election campaigns or carried on in a proper manner, that the best qualified people do not, and that everyone does, then they deserve nothing better than what they are getting in the way of elections.

That isn’t very much, is it?

---

**Communications**

The dropouts found in the slum high schools in the United States are a very real problem, especially among the younger generation. Claude lives with his mother in the Hauge, an extended building on the campus.

His mother is the sole provider for the family, but he still manages to complete his work. Claude is a very intelligent student, but his inability to read has been a special problem, the student whom we will discuss in the following essay.

---
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Phi Delta ropes in rushees at conflict party

According to the Greek women, the pledged 95 men one week earlier.

Fraternities had pledging of 1-13 women into Slate’s now lake a deep breath and relax.

From I.S.C. President, Leona

Most Greeks pleased with outcome of rushing period
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**NOTICES**

**Fencing Society**

The S.S.U. Fencing Society will have its first meeting this Friday at 6:30 p.m. in the] Res. 6F. The meeting will be open to the public. The society is planning a 6-week program of instruction for the cream of the fencing crop.

**June Graduates**

All students who will be graduating in June are invited to the June Graduation party at 8 p.m. on Friday, June 20th at the Student Union. The society will have a special guest speaker who will talk to the graduates about their future in the world of fencing.

**New Intellectuals**

"New Intellectuals" is a book that explores the lives and ideas of some of the most influential thinkers of our time. The book is available for purchase at the Student Bookstore, and all proceeds will go to the Society for the Advancement of Fencing.

**Wall's Subs**

Around the Corner from the Dorms

Open Daily

Mon-Thur. 11-11:30p.m.
Fri-Sat. 11-1:30 a.m.
Sun. 4-10p.m.
210 Ontario Street

**PHW Cleaner's**

"The Cleaner's"

3. Open packages of Marlboro, Parliament, Philip Morris, Alpine or whatever you have.

**Capital District Citizens for Goldwater**

**UCA presents**

INAUGURAL WEEKEND

Concert "The Dissipated Eight from Middlebury"
February 28 8:00 pm Libson Lounge
Inaugural Ball at Herbert's February 29 9:30 $1 per couple

**The 640 Sound on Campus WUSA**

**Student Serves as Military Advisor in Strife-Torn Laos**

**Student Serves as Military Advisor in Strife-Torn Laos**

**Albany Student Press Friday, February 28, 1964**

**Common-

**Refreshments to be held**

The speakers will be held in a series of system-
BUFFALO ROUTS TIRED SAUERMEN; STATE DEFENDS NEW PALTZ HAWKS

Playing against an extremely determined University of Buffalo squad, the varsity basketball team held on to a 95-52, Thursday, February 25, at Buffalo. This marks another triumph of a potent offensive performance; Buffalo had five men scoring in double figures and turned the game around in the second quarter. The great margin of victory for Buffalo was due to its dominance of the boards, getting 45 rebounds to our 31 re-

Coach Richard Hayes felt that the team's performance was up to par but also that, surprisingly, the team was not very tired. The night before they had a game at Brockport State and the strain of the contests plus the travelling hampered the team's efforts against Buffalo. On the other hand, the Beavers were also a little too tired after they had a game against Scranton Monday night.

State will meet RPI Thursday, March 5. The Beaver's coach stated that the game will be a test of the team's ability to play against a top college team.
Movie Review

‘Seven Days in May’ Better Melodrama Than Morality Play
by Paul J. Jansen

There are some pleasant surprises that result from the use of a familiar format, and in the case of the film ‘Seven Days in May,’ the result is a better melodrama than a morality play.

The film is based on the novel by Harold Robbins, who has also written the screenplay. The story concerns a military coup in the United States, and it is a tour de force of political intrigue. The acting is excellent, and the direction is well done, creating a sense of suspense and drama.

The film does not shy away from complex issues, such as the role of government and the power of the military. These themes are explored in depth, and the film leaves the audience with much to think about.

In conclusion, ‘Seven Days in May’ is a well-crafted film that is both entertaining and thought-provoking. It is a must-see for anyone interested in political intrigue and military politics.

Search for New Music Forms Uncovers Weird Instruments
by Ted Johnson

Many more of folk music's secret instruments have been uncovered in recent months at the Foothill College Museum. These instruments, which are not commonly seen in other folk music situations, are now being exhibited at the museum.

The museum has added several new instruments, such as the hurdy-gurdy and the psaltery, which are both ancient and rare. They are being displayed alongside more traditional instruments, such as the guitar and the banjo.

In addition to these new instruments, the museum has also added several old instruments that have been recently rediscovered. These include a 19th-century banjo and a 18th-century guitar.

Recent visitors have commented that the museum has done an excellent job of presenting the instruments in a way that is both educational and entertaining. They have expressed interest in learning more about these instruments and their history.

The museum plans to continue adding new instruments in the future, and they are always looking for donations of unusual instruments.

French Author Adapts Orestes Legend

Guido Pigni

The film, which is based on the famous Greek tragedy, is directed by Guido Pigni and stars a talented cast of actors. The film explores the themes of justice, vengeance, and the consequences of actions.

The story is set in ancient Greece, and it follows the story of Orestes, who is caught in a conflict between the gods and the mortal world. The film is a visually stunning piece of work, and it features a cast of actors who bring the characters to life.

In conclusion, ‘Seven Days in May’ is a well-crafted film that is both entertaining and thought-provoking. It is a must-see for anyone interested in political intrigue and military politics.
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